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Solutions Start Here

About Us
SMP Canada is a company that draws on innovation and excellence to provide solutions 
that enhance the ability for caregivers to effectively fulfill their duties. Our goal is to build a  
high-performing medical technology company that gives healthcare providers the tools they 
need to achieve better outcomes.
 
We are committed to helping our customers deliver safer, more efficient, technologically   
advanced equipment to the market place. Caregivers throughout the world look to us for 
solutions because we strive for excellence and adhere to their suggestions for improvement. 
We bring the passion, dedication, innovation and the drive in developing solutions that matter 
in making a difference in the lives we help save.
 
Our products comply with world renowned healthcare standards such as NFPA, HTM, 
CSA, CE, FDA, IEC, UL and ISO 13485. We continuously strive to achieve superior clinical  
results, and push the frontiers of medical research while maintaining uncompromising  
clinical integrity.
 
Our strategic alliances extend to over 30 countries. Our partners rely on us regularly to  
provide quality turn-key solutions to better serve the healthcare industry. We take great pride 
in providing accredited products that meet and exceed industry requirements.
 
At SMP, we don’t just make promises, we deliver results!



Product Scope
We believe we can make a difference by removing boundaries in healthcare with our innovative and affordable 
technology solutions throughout the entire care cycle. We bring these solutions to the end users through our 
family of companies: Medical Architectural Solutions, Hospital Beds & Stretchers, Medical Pipeline Solutions, 
Respiratory Care Equipment, Medical Lighting Solutions and Hospital Room Furnishings. Throughout our product 
portfolio, we demonstrate our innovative capacity by translating customer insights into meaningful technology and 
applications that improve the quality of people’s lives.
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HORIZONTAL HEADWALL SOLUTIONS

SMP Canada offers a variety of solutions when it comes to  
horizontal headwall solutions. Available in single, double, and  
triple tier, our Diamond SeriesTM headwalls are a perfect  
solution for any healthcare facility. These units offer much more  
advantages when it comes to the competition such as our “Lift 
& Drop” technology which allows the laminate fascia to have no 
exposed screws and allows the unit to be serviced from each side 
without putting the entire unit out of service. Smooth, rounded 
edges make infection control easier and increase durability.

Choose from a variety of laminate colors to match your room  
décor.

Services are manifolded to a single point for ease of installation. Diamond SeriesTM

Horizontal Headwall Solution TECHNOLOGY

Available in Single, Double & Triple Tier

Single Tier Solution

Double Tier Solution

Triple Tier Solution

Optional all NEW angled bottom  
extrusion for easy access to services

Screwless HDPE endcap 
(Also available in Corian finish)

Lift & Drop technology for easy access to 
services



The SMP Quartz SeriesTM is a perfect economic and 
convenient option to access and display electrical 
and gas outlets in an facility. The aesthetic appear-
ance of an anodized aluminum frame, coupled with 
the modular design of the outlets, allows hospital 
personnel to administer gases or to use secondary 
equipment with great ease. 

Want to match the room decor? The Quartz Series 
can also be fitted with over 2000 formica fascia  
colours.

Quartz SeriesTM

Patient Service Console Unit

SURFACE MOUNT - EUROPEAN CONFIGURATION

RECESSED MOUNT - NORTH AMERICAN CONFIGURATION

HORIZONTAL HEADWALL SOLUTIONS

DOUBLE BED CONFIGURATION  
WITH SERVICE CHASE

SINGLE BED CONFIGURATION  
WITH SERVICE CHASE

Accessorize Your Quartz Console Unit

Stainless Steel Console 
Security Cover

Wall Mounted Fairfield Accessory 
Rail with Rail Adapter



VERTICAL HEADWALL SOLUTIONS

Tower SeriesTM

Vertical Headwall Solution

The Tower Series™ power column is an effective space saving solution for 
any critical care area. Its freestanding unique design allows for adaptability 
to any room requirement. The units allow 360 degrees access to services, 
integrated vertical rails and SMP’s patent pending integrated lighting system. 
In addition the panels are fully removable using our “Lift & Drop” technology 
for ease of maintenance and future expansion.

TECHNOLOGY



VERTICAL HEADWALL SOLUTIONS

The Infinite Series™ headwall is designed to eliminate space limitations 
encountered in facilities today. It has been proven to be an efficient way 
to streamline your patient services in a unique vertical configuration at 
the bedside.

Infinite SeriesTM

Vertical Headwall Solution TECHNOLOGY

RENO SERIES



PANEL WALL SYSTEMS

Opulence SeriesTM

Custom Panel Wall System



WALL PROTECTION SYSTEMS

Bed Locator

One Piece Bed Docker

Bed Docker Elite

Bed Bumper



BEDS & STRETCHERS

SMP Canada  beds and stretchers incorporate distinctive features 
to assist caregivers by providing a more meaningful level of care 
and comfort for patients. Whether the need arises for an ICU bed, 
General patient room bed or simply a transport stretcher, SMP 
Canada has the perfect solution for you.

SMP-8000  
ELITE ICU BED

SMP-HC1000  
HOMECARE BED

SMP-550EL  
GENERAL PATIENT ROOM BED

SMP-375MT  
MANUAL BED WITH TRENDELENBURG

SMP-2000  
HYDRAULIC STRETCHER



RESPIRATORY CARE SOLUTIONS

CONTINUOUS TYPE

ALUMINUM BODY BRASS BODY DIAL TYPEDUAL/Y-BLOCK  
FLOWMETER ASSEMBLY

INTERMITTENT TYPE DIGITAL TYPE

Vacuum Regulators

Flowmeters



RESPIRATORY CARE SOLUTIONS

Complete Line of Accessories



MEDICAL GAS PIPELINE SOLUTIONS

SMP offers a comprehensive line of  medical pipeline 
equipment, ranging from Gas outlets, Alarms, 
Manifolds, Valves, Gas control panels and Source 
systems.



PATIENT ROOM FURNISHINGS

SMP’s patient care furnishings work with you, customizing all of 
your furniture needs to match your room décor. Choose from our 
wide variety of finishes to bring your room expectations to life.

Our overbed tables are available with different surface styles and 
options to accommodate various department needs throughout 
your facility.

Our bedside cabinets, carts and wardrobes offer attractive storage 
options for the comfort of your patients and keep things organized 
for clinical staff.

Overbed Tables

Bedside Cabinets, Exam Tables &   
Patient Room Storage



PATIENT ROOM FURNISHINGS

Recliners & Sofa Beds

Single & Dual Loveseats



MOBILE SOLUTIONS

The SMP Mobile Series is an intelligent solution designed for busy 
healthcare environments. We offer a variety of mobile solutions such 
as Computing Carts, Equipment Carts, IV Stands, Medicine Trolleys and 
Roll Stands. Built on SMP’s expertise in clinical workflow, these items 
excel in meeting the changing needs of today’s fast-paced healthcare 
environments.

Medicine Trolleys

IV Poles MRI Compatible IV Poles

Roll Stands Computing Carts Equipment Carts



MEDICAL LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

Galaxy SeriesTM

Nebula SeriesTM

Surgical Light

Overbed Light

The Nebula Series Overbed Light is an exceptional option when it 
comes to patient room lighting. It offers a sleek and elegant design that 
meets the needs of both the patient and caregiver. Incorporating the 
latest in LED technology, the Nebula Series light is designed to provide 
unparalleled illumination while meeting the aesthetic requirements of 
any patient room.

The SMP Galaxy Series shadowless surgical lamp aims 
to provide medical practitioners a new type of medical  
lighting solution combining LED and SMP’s unique housing 
design that provides shadowless obstruction, lesser heat, 
higher output and more control options for various operating  
scenarios. This lamp provides a high colour rendering  
index, high luminous efficiency, superior heat dissipation all 
found in an aerodynamically “4-Petal” unique design.

TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY



MEDICAL LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

Examination Lights

Halogen Type

LED Type

SMP-EH50

SMP-ED20



Notes:

Contact your SMP rep for product inquiries today.

Tel: 1-905-764-7767
Fax: 1-866-627-9798
Email: info@smpcanada.com
Website: www.smpcanada.com



SMP Canada
10 Sims Crescent, Richmond Hill

Ontario, L4B-1K9 Canada
Tel: 1-905-764-7767 Fax: 1-866-627-9798

info@smpcanada.com 
www.smcanada.com
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